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Conversing with Barry Lane:
MRA, Standardized Tests,
and Writing Instruction
BY DONNA

C.

VENGLAR

"It was like being at your own wedding and enjoying it."
According to Barry Lane, that was how he felt when he was able to perform at the 53 rd annual Michigan
Reading Association Conference this year in Grand Rapids .. His performance, "Barry Lane ... Unplugged," the
Sunday night event at the conference, resembled a night club act for teachers. For Barry it was a chance to
let his hair down and bond with all the attendees. He was relieved to not have to worry so much about the
presentation of information and that he could just focus on the entertainment. His songs, jokes, and anecdotes
did just that as he entertained about 500 educators who came to enjoy an opportunity to laugh with him. As
a matter of fact, Barry had so much fun that he is already planning his next performance in Detroit, "The
Motown Schwa Sound."
In our recent phone interview, Barry remembered
the first time he came to MRA about 10 years ago.
He recalled that there were approximately 4,000
people at that conference. He noted that it was awesome then and continues to be an awesome experience. When asked about what makes MRA so popular, Barry called the MRA conference a "Clandestine
Meeting" and "the Who's Who in Whoville." Barry's
admiration of Michigan teachers was encapsulated in
his comment: "Michigan teachers are great teachers
that value their profession."
Among educators, Barry is known internationally
as a dynamic teacher of writing with a hands-on
approach. He has written numerous books on writing
instruction and provides teacher training presented
through the venue of humor, song, cartoons, and
practical ideas. Barry has written a multitude of
books including After the End: Teaching and Learning Creative Revision_(1992), 51 Wacky We-Search
Reports: Face the Facts with Fun (2003), Why We
Must Run with Scissors: Voice Lessons in Persuasive
Writing, 3-12 (2001) and, most recently, But How Do
You Teach Writing?: A Simple Guide for All Teachers

(2008). When not traveling to bring his humor to
the classroom or delivering keynotes at conferences,
Barry resides in Vermont. That was where he was
during this interview.
One of Barry's first comments was that a "trained
teacher trumps any writing program." Barry emphasized that teachers must take control of their writing
instruction away from the onslaught of prescribed
programs. He just recently made this message
prevalent in a new song "Wasting Away Again in
Basal Readerville," which he composed to the tune of
Jimmy Buffet's "Margaritaville." He plans to perform
this at the next MRA conference in Detroit. If you
can't wait until then, he invites all teachers to join
his Ning accessible via http://discoverwriting.ning.
com. There he has a sneak preview of this song and
many others like it that he has composed to encourage, inspire, and promote advocacy among teachers.
On the topic of standardized assessments, Barry's
message was "ignore the test and follow real instruction." The needs of the classroom take precedence
over the test and when met, success on the tests
will follow. He equated this concept with an analogy
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of purchasing a car for his older daughter. In the
quest a safe car, he discovered that when automobile
companies concentrate on designs that only focus on
performance in a concrete barrier test, they miss the
mark in other areas; such as the number of hospital
visits of passengers of a given car in a crash. If all
aspects aren't taken into account, is the car really
safe? According to Barry, the same goes for the
young author; if the focus is only on one measurement (standardized testing) what happens to the
other needs, such as attitude? "The real crashes are
what we should prepare our kids for." This includes
a comprehensive approach to writing that has real
purpose and does not allow one measurement to
consume the focus.
So what is important to writing instruction? Barry
responded with the three key elements of time, space,
and choice most recently highlighted in his book But
How Do You Teach Writing?: A Simple Guide for All
Teachers_(2008). Since "writing is not a subject, but
a core skill," Barry points out that teachers need to
ensure that they provide these three elements within
their writing instructional time block along with the
incorporation of writing into all content areas. He
also stressed that writing is a habit that both teachers and students should embrace. Teachers can't just
open a book or curriculum and teach it; they must
be writers themselves, sharing their real writing
experiences with their students.
Barry pointed out that time should be a set and
expected portion of the day. "Writing begins a lot
earlier than the scheduled writing block." As students begin to count on a consistent time to write
during the school day, their thinking about writing
will occur well before they reach school. They will
be alert to experiences that they could write about
and bring those ideas to class. Barry also suggested
that when teachers complain about how hard it is
to get students to write, the culprit is the fact that
they haven't adequately addressed the time issue.
Students need the consistency of time along with
what Barry calls "pimple time-time to sit staring at
the paper as you grow a big pimple on your forehead"
(Lane, 2008, p 35). He stresses the need to give
young writers free time to stare. With the realization that writing is thinking time, we need to allow
students time to get lost into themselves, a place
where they can be on an "oasis for thought." After
all, writing is an adventure and adventures take
time.

FALL

Without the time factor, the creativity factor is
impeded. Barry commented on this notion when
asked about getting students to write though they
say they have nothing to write about. His solution
is that they need more time for creativity and time
spent reading mentor texts. "Kids need to be able
to reach a wall and think around it." Mentor texts
provide the model, while time to think provides an
opportunity to problem solve. The solution is easy: if
you want more creativity, you need to give more time
and space. Space is Barry's next essential element.
Space needs to be considered on two planes-the
physical and emotional. In his book,_But How Do
You Teach Writing? A Simple Guide for All Teachers
(2008), Barry discusses the physical makeup of the
classroom. He asks writing teachers to reflect on
the type of environment that they have established
and whether this is conducive to the promotion of
writing. He elaborates on the idea of getting students out of their desks and providing supplies for
them to find a place where they can be comfortable.
This includes the use of clipboards, writing pillows,
carpet squares, and beanbag chairs (Lane, 2008). In
our conversation, he also included that emotional
space needs to be taken into account as well. We
need to give kids space to be kids. In Barry's book,
51 Wacky We-Search Reports: Face the Facts with
Fun (2003), he addresses just that. Researched
facts will always be the same, but when presenting
research in a memorable way, we give kids the
freedom and space for individual expression. Barry
feels strongly that we "need to teach kids in ways
which they will remember." Of course kids will
remember a top 10 list that they made on Abraham
Lincoln much more than they will remember a fiveparagraph essay.
The final element that Barry spoke about was
choice. The idea is quite simple: students write best
about the things that they know the most about.
Choice doesn't have to be without any teacher
control initially. Teachers can begin with suggested
ideas and incorporate them with student ideas, but
eventually the ideal goal would be to have students
keep a variety of ideas within a notebook for possible
writing topics. At first some students will struggle
with this new freedom but eventually students will
learn what they are most passionate about and be
able to write without refrain. Barry pointed out that
no program will know your students better than you.
Through the use of choice all students will be sue-
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cessful because they will become authorities in their
area.
Once Barry had discussed the essential elements of
writing, I felt as if I could summarize the ideal writing teacher. The three elements of time, space and
choice sum up what needs to be done in the classroom. Barry agreed that ideal writing teachers need
to teach from the inside out. They certainly cannot
conform, but they need to bring their own strengths
and voice to the curriculum. As a matter of fact, he
poignantly noted that "our fears come from thinking
we have to conform." Instead, Barry pointed out, the
ideal teacher just needs "to do it!" The ideal teacher
should write with the kids and share the learning
right along with the kids. Throughout his book,
But How Do I Teach Writing?: A Simple Guide for
All Teachers, (2008) Barry illustrates Nine Laws of
Literacy. With this concluding thought, we came up
with the tenth. Don't do unto your students as you

wouldn't want to be done unto you. How profound!
We all appreciate a little time, space, and choice, so
why would we hold these back from our young writers? Thanks, Barry.
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